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Rowman & Littlefield is a leading independent publisher, headquartered in 
Maryland, just outside Washington DC, with strengths in Academic Publishing 
in the Humanities and Social Sciences, Educational Publishing and a wide 
array of General Interest titles from hallmark imprints such as:

Prometheus
Lexington Books
Globe Pequot 
Lyons Press
Falcon Guides
Hal Leonard

Rowman & Littlefield has offices in Maryland, New York City, Toronto and 
London, and an international Rights team that license hundreds of translations 
every year.

This guide is just the tip of the iceberg of a truly extensive and diverse 
publishing programme, and we invite you to browse all our subject catalogues 
and explore the full breadth of our lists on rowman.com.

Sean McDonagh
Head of Rights & Permissions
6 Tinworth Street
London
UK
smcdonagh@rowman.com
02031111090

http://www.rowman.com.
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Hardback
August 2020

978-1-5381-3372-9
 $55.00 / £37.95

The Art of Looking at Art
By Gene Wisniewski
When was the first art made? 
Who decides which art is “for the ages”? 
What is art’s purpose?
 How do paintings get to be worth tens of millions of dollars? 

The Art of Looking at Art addresses these and countless more of the issues 
surrounding this frequently misunderstood microcosm, in a highly 
informative, yet conversational tone. History, fascinating and altogether 
human backstories, and information pertaining to every conceivable aspect 
of visual art are interwoven in twelve concise chapters, providing all the 
information the average person needs to comfortably approach, analyze, and 
appreciate art.

Gene Wisniewski has twenty years’ experience teaching and lecturing on visual 
art.

Territorial Rights World Photographs 50 Colour

Hardback
December 2020

978-1-5381-4336-0
$26.95 / £17.95

The Measure of Man
Culture and Politics in the Florentine Renaissance
By Lawrence Rothfield
This book brings to life one of the most concentrated surges of 
creativity in the history of civilization. Between 1390 and 1537, a city 
poured out an astonishing stream of magnificent works by artists, 
sculptors, and architects such as Leonardo Da Vinci, Michelangelo, 
and Botticelli. But Florentines did more during this brief period than 
create the masterpieces that define the early Renaissance. As citizens 
of a fractious republic threatened from below, without, and within, 
they also were driven to reimagine their political and ethical world. 

Lawrence Rothfield is Associate Professor of English and Comparative 
Literature at the University of Chicago. 

Territorial Rights World

Scoundrels, Cads, and Other Great 
Artists
By Jeffrey K. Smith

Territorial Rights World

Hardback
July 2020

978-1-5381-2677-6
$34.00 / £23.95 

The Many Lives of Andy Warhol
By Stuart Lenig

Territorial Rights World

Hardback
November 2020

978-1-5381-3702-4
$36.00 / £24.95

Art Art

Scoundrels, Cads, and Other Great 
Artists introduces people to great art 
by showing the more salacious side 
of the personal lives of great artists.

Stuart Lenig takes us behind the scenes to 
explore Warhol’s many innovations in the 
art world. This book reveals Warhol’s life 
and art in new ways provides exceptional 
insights into the artist at work.

Imprint Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers 

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers 

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers 

Extent 280 pages

Extent 216 pages

Extent 224 pages

Extent 224 pages

https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538133729/The-Art-of-Looking-at-Art
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538133729/The-Art-of-Looking-at-Art
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538126776/Scoundrels-Cads-and-Other-Great-Artists
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538143360/The-Measure-of-Man-Liberty-Virtue-and-Beauty-in-the-Florentine-Renaissance
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538143360/The-Measure-of-Man-Liberty-Virtue-and-Beauty-in-the-Florentine-Renaissance
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538126776/Scoundrels-Cads-and-Other-Great-Artists
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Paperback
November 2020

978-1-4930-5506-7 
$24.95 / £15.95

Tumult!
The Incredible Life and Music of Tina Turner
By Donald Brackett

The narrative of Tumult! The Incredible Life and Music of Tina Turner is 
an extended exploration of the magical transformation of shy country girl 
Anna Mae Bullock into the boisterous force of nature we know today as Tina 
Turner. This is creative alchemy in action: turning into Turner is actually 
also the captivating tale of someone who was already precociously there, a 
stellar talent just waiting to emerge and grab the global spotlight. Far from 
the early myths attached to her name, she was not a Svengali-like creation 
at all, but rather a fully formed, if vulnerable, young musical prodigy who 
was going to burst out of the creative shell imposed upon her one way or the 
other. Even though it took sixteen years to do so, her second career as a solo 
pop artist is the achievement for which she is rightly remembered. 

Donald Brackett is a Vancouver-based culture journalist who writes about 
music, art, and films, as well as curating film programs for Cinematheque. 

Territorial Rights World Photographs 25 Colour

Hardback
October 2020

978-1-4930-5534-0
$21.95 / £14.95

Hemingway and Me
By Jeffrey Lyons
Foreword by Liam Neeson

In this short book, Jeffrey Lyons recounts visits to Hemingway 
in Cuba (where “Papa” first taught him how to shoot a gun) as 
well as nights out with the great writer at such popular New York 
watering holes as the Stork Club and Toots Shor’s. Throughout 
the book, Hemingway comes across as a hard-working, generous 
and thoughtful man of letters, not the gruff, hard drinking beast 
perpetually looking for a fight that he was often perceived as. This is 
a book about friendship, loyalty, and trust between a famed novelist 
and a working journalist and his family. 

Jeffrey Lyons has enjoyed a forty-five-year career in television, radio, 
and print.

Hardback
June 2020

978-1-5381-3716-1
$35.00 / £23.95

Summoned to Glory
The Audacious Life of Abraham Lincoln
By Richard Striner

Where previous Lincoln biographers describe his temperament as 
“moderate,” “passive,” or even “conservative,” historian Richard Striner 
offers a stunningly original perspective that will shed significant new light 
on one of the most studied figures in American history. Striner shows 
Lincoln’s audacity as no other book has ever done. By emphasizing the 
workings of Lincoln’s mind—stressing his cunning, his overall honesty, 
strategic thinking—even his ability to change his mind—Striner looks 
anew at many topics and themes important to Lincoln’s story that either 
revise or add new meaning to the work of previous biographers. 

Richard Striner is the author of many works on American history. 

Territorial Rights World

Territorial Rights World

Biography & Autobiography Biography & Autobiography

Imprint Backbeat

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers 

Imprint
Lyons Press

Extent 290 pages

Extent 160 pages

Extent 544 pages

https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781493055067/Tumult-The-Incredible-Life-and-Music-of-Tina-Turner
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781493055067/Tumult-The-Incredible-Life-and-Music-of-Tina-Turner
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781493055340/Hemingway-and-Me
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538137178/Summoned-to-Glory-The-Audacious-Life-of-Abraham-Lincoln
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781493055340/Hemingway-and-Me
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538137178/Summoned-to-Glory-The-Audacious-Life-of-Abraham-Lincoln
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Hardback
October 2020

978-1-63388-652-0
$26.95 / £17.95

Anthill Economics
Animal Ecosystems and the Human Economy
By Nathanial Gronewold

Anthill Economics puts forth an innovative and cross-disciplinary approach, 
asserting that biophysical laws are just as fundamental to the global 
economy as they are to zoology and entomology. The rollercoaster-like rise 
and fall of caribou population on a remote island can teach us about resource 
allocation and global inequality. The behavior of squirrels gathering nuts is a 
lesson in economic energy return on investment and wage stagnation. Could 
human traffic patterns mimic the daily pulse of ants in the forests marching 
in and out of their own central business districts? And, will global warming 
change these patterns for humans and insects alike? 

Nathanial Gronewold is a veteran journalist with experience running 
assignments in Pakistan, Colombia, Kenya, Haiti, and beyond. He is the winner of 
the 2019 National Press Club Award for newsletter writing.

Territorial Rights World

Hardback
August 2020

978-1-5381-3624-9
$30.00 / £19.95

Artificial Intelligence is no longer a science fiction daydream, but 
an inevitable future technology that will affect our lives in and out 
of the workplace. Brennan Pursell and Joshua Walker separate the 
myths from the facts about adapting AI to boost bottom lines no 
matter the type of business. 

Outsmarting AI is not a how-to guide on making AI work, but 
making it work for YOU to boost profits and productivity.

Brennan Pursell is Professor of Business and History at DeSales University. 
Joshua Walker is Chief Product Officer of Aon IP Solutions Group. 

Hardback
July 2020

978-1-5381-3999-8
$32.00 / £22.95

Silenced and Sidelined
How Women Leaders Find Their Voices and Break Barriers
By Carrie Lynn Arnold

Despite the successes and achievements in today’s fight for equality, 
the act of silencing women in and out of the workplace is alive and 
thriving. Carrie Lynn Arnold identifies the biases and history of 
quieting female voices that combine and continue to prevent women 
from achieving truly effective leadership.  There are no shortcuts or 
simple, easy steps; this call to leadership is a call for courage. It requires 
the ability to communicate with a voice that carries currency—one, 
people will not just hear, but follow.

Carrie Lynn Arnold is an executive leadership coach and has her own 
business, The Willow Group.

Outsmarting AI
Power, Profit, and Leadership in the Age of Machines
By Brennan Pursell and Joshua Walker

Territorial Rights World

Territorial Rights World

Business & Economics Business & Economics

Imprint Prometheus

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield 

Publishers 

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Extent 210 pages

Extent 209 pages

Extent 240 pages

https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781633886520/Anthill-Economics-Animal-Ecosystems-and-the-Human-Economy
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781633886520/Anthill-Economics-Animal-Ecosystems-and-the-Human-Economy
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538140000/Silenced-and-Sidelined-How-Women-Leaders-Find-Their-Voices-and-Break-Barriers
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538136249/Outsmarting-AI-Power-Profit-and-Leadership-in-the-Age-of-Machines
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538136249/Outsmarting-AI-Power-Profit-and-Leadership-in-the-Age-of-Machines
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538140000/Silenced-and-Sidelined-How-Women-Leaders-Find-Their-Voices-and-Break-Barriers
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Curating Your Life
Ending the Struggle for Work-Life Balance
By Jeffrey K. Smith

Territorial Rights World

Hardback
April 2020

978-1-5381-3287-6 
$30.00 / £19.95

How to Think Like an Officer
Lessons in Learning and Leadership for 
Soldiers and Citizens
By Reed Bonadonna

Territorial Rights World

Hardback
August 2020

978-0-8117-3941-2
$29.95 / £19.95

Made Up
How the Beauty Industry Manipulates 
Consumers, Preys on Women’s Insecurities, 
and Promotes Unattainable Beauty Standards
By Martha Laham Territorial Rights World

Hardback
September 2020

978-1-5381-3804-5
$34.00 / £23.95

Hardback
July 2020

978-1-5381-1726-2
$34.00 / £23.95

The Four Fields of Leadership
How People and Organizations Can 
Thrive in a Hyper-connected World
By Tom Goodell

Territorial Rights World

Business & Economics

We talk about work/life balance, but 
nobody is truly balanced. Gail Golden, a 
psychologist and executive coach, has the 
answer: “curate your life.” To get ahead, use 
her system to sort your activities and focus 
your energy on what is most meaningful 
and joyful to you. 

Drawing from military history, military 
arts, literature, science and more, Reed 
Bonadonna shows how military officers 
develop their critical-thinking and problem-
solving skills.

In a world that is changing faster and with 
more complexity than at any other time 
in history, Tom Goodell explores how to 
make sense of it all, and how individuals 
and organizations can thrive in a world 
this complex. 

Board book
August 2020

978-1-60893-720-2
$8.95 / £5.95

Little Bear’s Balloons
By Karel Hayes

Little Bear has balloons to share with all his friends of the forest, but 
something unexpected happens when his littlest friend chipmunk takes one 
extra and begins to rise into the air.

Can Little Bear save him or will he need some help? A charming tale to help 
the youngest of readers grasp concepts like friendship and working together. 

Watercolor artist and illustrator Karel Hayes has participated in solo, juried, and 
invitational exhibitions throughout the United States. 

Territorial Rights World Illustrations 14 Colour

Children’s Fiction

Imprint Down East Books

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers 

Imprint
Stackpole Books

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers 

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers 

Extent 208 pages

Extent 316 pages

Extent 288 pages

Extent 240 pages

Extent 24 pages

Made Up takes a hard look at the multibillion-
dollar beauty industry that props up 
unrealistic beauty standards, perpetuates 
gender stereotyping, and promotes cosmetic 
enhancements to fulfill a growing cultural 
obsession with image and appearance. 

https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538132883/Curating-Your-Life-Ending-the-Struggle-for-Work-Life-Balance
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9780811739412/How-to-Think-Like-an-Officer-Lessons-in-Learning-and-Leadership-for-Soldiers-and-Citizens
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538132883/Curating-Your-Life-Ending-the-Struggle-for-Work-Life-Balance
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9780811739412/How-to-Think-Like-an-Officer-Lessons-in-Learning-and-Leadership-for-Soldiers-and-Citizens
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538138052/Made-Up-How-the-Beauty-Industry-Manipulates-Consumers-Preys-on-Women's-Insecurities-and-Promotes-Unattainable-Beauty-Standards
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538117262/The-Four-Fields-of-Leadership-How-People-and-Organizations-Can-Thrive-in-a-Hyper-connected-World
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538138052/Made-Up-How-the-Beauty-Industry-Manipulates-Consumers-Preys-on-Women's-Insecurities-and-Promotes-Unattainable-Beauty-Standards
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538117262/The-Four-Fields-of-Leadership-How-People-and-Organizations-Can-Thrive-in-a-Hyper-connected-World
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781608937219/Little-Bear's-Balloons
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781608937219/Little-Bear's-Balloons
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Paperback
November 2020

978-0-8117-3870-5
$22.95 / £15.95

Territorial Rights World

Whether you are a beginner or an experienced crocheter, you 
can crochet tops and sweaters. Divided into sections based on 
ease of construction, this book allows you to start where you are 
comfortable. Each progressive section of the book teaches more 
complex stitches and motifs, and any necessary joining techniques, 
so that you learn everything you need to complete each piece 
confidently.

Salena Baca is the author of Two Simple Shapes = 26 Crocheted 
Cardigans, Tops & Sweaters, My Crocheted Closet, Crochet in a Day, and 
Crochet for Christmas.

Paperback
November 2020

978-0-8117-3947-4
$9.95 / £6.95

Baby Hats to Crochet
10 Fun Designs for Newborn to 12 Months
By Kristi Simpson

Territorial Rights World

Every baby deserves a cute hat! From pom-pom hats and beanies with 
flowers to adorable animals like an elephant, puppy, owl, giraffe, and 
others, there is a hat for every baby in this book. Each pattern includes 
clear instructions and photo illustrations of any special stitches used. 
Skill levels are given to make it easy to decide which patterns to make.

Kristi Simpson is the author of many crochet design publications, 
including the popular Sweet & Simple Baby Crochet. 

Build Your Skills: Crochet Tops
26 Simple Patterns for First-Time Sweaters, Shrugs, 
Ponchos & More
By Salena Baca

Crafts & Hobbies

Board book
October 2020

978-1-60893-722-6
$8.95 / £5.95

Where Do Fairies Go When It Snows
By Liza Gardner Walsh, Illustrated by Hazel Mitchell

Everyone knows fairies love spring flowers and summer sun, but what 
happens when autumn comes and the days get shorter and colder?

Now, Liza Gardner Walsh, acclaimed author of the Fairy House Handbook 
and Fairy Garden Handbook, explores the matter in a charming children’s 
picture book of rhyming questions. Combined with delightful illustrations 
by Hazel Mitchell this whimsical book will help children discover just where 
fairies go when it snows and offer a subtle lesson about the importance of 
helping one another. 

Liza Gardner Walsh has worked as a children’s librarian, pre-school teacher, 
high-school English teacher, writing tutor and museum educator and holds an 
MFA in writing from Vermont College.

Hazel Mitchell is an award-winning illustrator of more than a dozen books.

Territorial Rights World Illustrations 17 colour

Children’s Fiction

Imprint Down East Books

Imprint
Stackpole Books

Imprint
Stackpole Books

Extent 32 pages

Extent 136 pages 

Extent 32 pages 

https://rowman.com/ISBN/9780811738705/Build-Your-Skills-Crochet-Tops-26-Simple-Patterns-for-First-Time-Sweaters-Shrugs-Ponchos-and-More
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9780811769419/Baby-Hats-to-Crochet-10-Fun-Designs-for-Newborn-to-12-Months
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9780811769419/Baby-Hats-to-Crochet-10-Fun-Designs-for-Newborn-to-12-Months
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9780811738705/Build-Your-Skills-Crochet-Tops-26-Simple-Patterns-for-First-Time-Sweaters-Shrugs-Ponchos-and-More
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781608934133/Where-Do-Fairies-Go-When-It-Snows
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781608934133/Where-Do-Fairies-Go-When-It-Snows
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Paperback
October 2020

978-0-8117-3859-0
$24.95 / £15.95

Territorial Rights World

Gorgeous hand-dyed, variegated, self-striping, speckled, and other 
fun yarns abound for the knitter, but sometimes the color variations 
can make it difficult to find patterns that allow the yarn to shine. 
Oftentimes, the simpler the pattern, the more the yarn gets to take 
center stage. With this in mind, Toby designed all of the pieces in 
this book--hats, shawls, mittens, sweaters, and more--to let the yarn 
be the main feature. 

Toby Roxane Barna is an independent knitwear designer in the Hudson 
Valley of upstate New York and author of Design Doubles. 

Paperback
December 2020

978-0-8117-3868-2
$24.95 / £15.95

Territorial Rights World

Tired of those same old ripple afghans, cable and lace blankets? Then 
express your colorful side with 30 Blankets to Knit. The patterns in this 
book are inspired by quilts, tile, and other geometric designs. Every 
blanket is a unique statement of your style or focal point for your room, 
and all are for the Intermediate knitter or Confident Beginner. Knit 
them as shown or choose colors you love best or that work with your 
decor.

After a 30 year career as an engineer, Margaret Holzmann is now a full-
time knit designer.

Easy Knits for Beautiful Yarns
21 Shawls, Hats, Sweaters & More Designed
to Showcase Special Yarns
By Toby Roxane Barna

Geometric Knit Blankets
30 Innovative Designs with Options to
Knit in One Piece or Blocks
By Margaret Holzmann

Crafts & Hobbies

Hardback 
November 2020

978-1-5381-4370-4
$30.00 (£19.95)

The Empathy Advantage
A Toolkit for Developing Superior People Skills in Your Kids
By Lynne Azarchi

Territorial Rights World Illustrations 27 B&W

Family & Relationships

Imprint Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Imprint
Stackpole Books

Imprint
Stackpole Books

Extent 128 pages 

Extent 200 pages

Extent 304 pages

At a time of increased bullying, racism, and intolerance, 
The Empathy Advantage fills a critical need. This easy-
to-use guide will help the busiest parents and educators 
teach the ability to “walk in someone else’s shoes” to 
children of all ages, helping kids become understanding, 
caring adults.

https://rowman.com/ISBN/9780811738590/Easy-Knits-for-Beautiful-Yarns-21-Shawls-Hats-Sweaters-and-More-Designed-to-Showcase-Special-Yarns
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9780811738682/Geometric-Knit-Blankets-30-Innovative-and-Fun-to-Knit-Designs
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9780811738590/Easy-Knits-for-Beautiful-Yarns-21-Shawls-Hats-Sweaters-and-More-Designed-to-Showcase-Special-Yarns
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9780811738682/Geometric-Knit-Blankets-30-Innovative-and-Fun-to-Knit-Designs
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Hardback
June 2020

978-1-5381-2196-2
$45.00 / £29.95

Anxiety
The Ultimate Teen Guide
By Kate Frommer Cik

Kate Frommer Cik is a psychologist who has worked with children and teenagers 
in a variety of settings—schools, community mental health centers, and private 
practice.

Territorial Rights World Illustrations 36 B&W

In Anxiety: The Ultimate Teen Guide, Kate Frommer Cik provides valuable 
information for young adults who are struggling with anxiety, whether 
it is mild or severe. Cik explores what anxiety is and why we have it, and 
explains the different types of anxieties, anxiety triggers, coping strategies, 
and possible paths of treatment. The many personal stories from teenagers 
shared in this book show that anxiety is not something you have to go 
through alone, while also revealing how varied anxiety can be from one 
individual to the next. Their insight into what worked for them delivers 
helpful firsthand accounts of how relief from anxiety is possible. 

Family & Relationships

A Loved One With Dementia
Insights and Tips for Teenagers
By Jean Rawitt

Paperback
November 2020

978-1-5381-3698-0 
$28.00

eBook
November 2020

978-1-5381-3699-7 
$26.50

Coming Out
Insights and Tips for Teenagers
By Kezia Endsley

Paperback
November 2020

978-1-5381-3573-0 
$28.00 / £18.95 

eBook
November 2020

978-1-5381-3574-7  
$26.50 / £17.95

Cyberbullying
Insights and Tips for Teenagers
By Hank Nuwer

Paperback
November 2020

978-1-5381-3758-1
$28.00

eBook
November 2020

978-1-5381-3759-8  
$26.50

Depression
Insights and Tips for Teenagers
By Christie Cognevich

Paperback
November 2020

978-1-5381-3760-4  
$28.00

eBook
November 2020

978-1-5381-3761-1  
$26.50 

Grief
Insights and Tips for Teenagers
By Joe Jansen

Paperback
September 2020

978-1-5381-3692-8 
$28.00 / £18.95

eBook
September 2020

978-1-5381-3693-5 
26.50 / £17.95 

Volunteering
Insights and Tips for Teenagers
By Jean Rawitt

Paperback
September 2020

978-1-5381-2975-3 
$28.00 / £18.95

eBook
September 2020

978-1-5381-2976-0
$26.50 / £17.95 

Territorial Rights WorldAll:

Family & Relationships

Imprint Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Imprint Rowman & Littlefield PublishersAll:

Extent 192 pages

https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538121962/Anxiety-The-Ultimate-Teen-Guide
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538121962/Anxiety-The-Ultimate-Teen-Guide
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538129753/Volunteering-Insights-and-Tips-for-Teenagers
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538129753/Volunteering-Insights-and-Tips-for-Teenagers
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Hardback
September 2020

978-1-63388-626-1
$28.95 / £19.95

Red Pill, Blue Pill
How to Counteract the Conspiracy Theories That Are 
Killing Us
By David Neiwert

This is a revealing trip down the rabbit hole of conspiracy theories -their 
appeal, who believes them, how they spread - with an eye to helping people 
deal with the alt-right conspiracists in their own lives. Conspiracy theories 
are killing us. Once confined to the fringes of society, this worldview now has 
adherents numbering in the millions -extending right into the White House. 
This disturbing look at this alt-right threat to our democratic institutions 
offers guidance for counteracting the personal toll this destructive mindset 
can have on relationships and families.

David Neiwert is a journalist and author based in Seattle, Washington. 

Territorial Rights World

General Interest

Hardback
November 2020

978-1-63388-594-3
$24.95 / £15.95

Snow
A History of the World’s Most Fascinating Flake
By Anthony R. Wood

The complete story of snow, this is the first book to fully examine snow as a 
historical, cultural, and scientific phenomenon. From “Winter Wonderland” 
to “Snowmageddon,” we’ve had a long, love-hate relationship with snow. This 
entertaining look at snow in all its delightful and fearsome manifestations 
delves into science, history, economics, and popular culture to examine 
snow’s enduring hold on the imagination. Through profiles and anecdotes, 
the author discusses the reactions throughout history to snowfall.

In more than thirty years as a staff writer for the Philadelphia Inquirer, Anthony 
R. Wood has written on many and varied subjects, including taxes, coastal 
development, and the Gulf Stream. 

Territorial Rights World

General Interest

Imprint Prometheus Imprint Prometheus

Extent 384 pages Extent 288 pages

https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781633886278/Red-Pill-Blue-Pill-How-to-Counteract-the-Conspiracy-Theories-That-Are-Killing-Us
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781633886278/Red-Pill-Blue-Pill-How-to-Counteract-the-Conspiracy-Theories-That-Are-Killing-Us
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Paperback
December 2020

978-1-4930-5261-5
$18.95 / £12.95

Territorial Rights World

A picture can tell a thousand words, but humans have a knack for 
sticking with the stories they prefer—not necessarily the ones that 
are most truthful. Too many people still believe dinosaurs are giant 
reptiles rather than giant chickens; that our nutrition should be 
guided by an arbitrary food pyramid; that the brain is divided in 
left and right functions; and so forth. We underestimate just how 
strongly much of the public continues to look to antiquated models 
to explain how the world really works. Neel Patel shares all the 
hidden truths your science teacher never knew.

Neel Patel is a freelance science and tech journalist.

Hardback
January 2021

978-1-63388-664-3
$25.95 / £17.95

Territorial Rights World

It is no secret that most people avoid mathematics, in large 
measure because elementary school teachers have never done 
much to motivate a love of the subject matter. In his latest book, 
mathematician Alfred S. Posamentier provides easily understandable, 
easily presentable and easily replicated tricks that one can do with 
mathematics. All that is required is the ability to do arithmetic, 
understand the very basics of algebra and geometry and have an open 
mind for probability. 

Alfred S. Posamentier has published over sixty books in the area of 
mathematics and mathematics education.

Everything Your Science Teacher
Got Wrong
By Neel V. Patel

Math Tricks
The Surprising Wonders of Shapes and Numbers
By Alfred S. Posamentier

General Interest

Hardback
October 2020

978-1-5381-1620-3
$35.00

Territorial Rights World

Paperback
November 2020

978-1-63388-663-6
$17.95 / £11.95

Your Place in the Universe
Understanding Our Big, Messy Existence
By Paul M. Sutter

Territorial Rights World

How is a galaxy billions of lightyears away connected to us? Is our 
home nothing more than a tiny speck of blue in an ocean of night? 
In this exciting tour of a universe far larger than we can imagine, 
cosmologist Paul M. Sutter emphasizes how amazing it is that we 
are part of such a huge, complex, and mysterious place. Through 
metaphors and uncomplicated language, Sutter breathes life into the 
science of astrophysics, unveiling how particles, forces, and fields 
interplay to create the greatest of cosmic dramas. 

Paul M. Sutter is the cosmological researcher at the Department of 
Astronomy at The Ohio State University. 

Star Wars
The Triumph of Nerd Culture
By Josef Benson

General Interest

Imprint
Prometheus

Imprint
Lyons Press

Imprint
Prometheus

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Extent 256 pages 

Extent 245 pages

Extent 224 pages 

Extent 280 pages

https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781493052615/Everything-Your-Science-Teacher-Got-Wrong
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781493052615/Everything-Your-Science-Teacher-Got-Wrong
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781633886636/Your-Place-in-the-Universe-Understanding-Our-Big-Messy-Existence
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781633886636/Your-Place-in-the-Universe-Understanding-Our-Big-Messy-Existence
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Paperback
August 2020

978-1-4930-5026-0 
$18.95 / £12.95

The Art of the Con
How to Think Like a Real Hustler and
Avoid Being Scammed
By R. Paul Wilson, Foreword by Frank Abagnale Jr.

In this modern and interconnected world, con-men are lurking 
everywhere – it’s never been easier for them to dupe us, take from 
us, and infiltrate our lives.  One of the world’s leading and celebrated 
experts on con-games takes the reader through the history of cons, 
how they’ve been updated to the modern age, how they work, how to 
spot them, and how to protect yourself from being the victim of one.

R. Paul Wilson’s “The Real Hustle” has run for eleven seasons on the 
BBC and been syndicated in over forty five countries. 

Territorial Rights World

Bogus Science
How Scare Politics Robs Voters, 
Corrupts Research, and Poisons Minds
By George Melloan

Hardback
September 2020

978-1-4930-4364-4
$27.95 / £18.95

Charm
The Elusive Enchantment
By Joseph Epstein

Paperback
October 2020

978-1-4930-5557-9
$16.95 / £10.95

General Interest

Territorial Rights World

Territorial Rights World

Credulity can be expensive. So don’t believe 
everything you hear. It’s a good lesson 
to teach in this modern era in which the 
communications revolution allows scores of 
hopeful persuaders to bid for our attention 
daily.

Joseph Epstein takes on that most enchanting 
(and, alas, increasingly rare) of human gifts: 
charm. 

Hardback
September 2020

978-1-5381-2532-8
$30.00 / £19.95

Territorial Rights World

Hardback
October 2020

978-1-5381-2667-7
$28.00 / £18.95

Logged In and Stressed Out
How Social Media is Affecting Your Mental Health
and What You Can Do About It
By Paula Durlofsky

Territorial Rights World

Different Baby, Different Story
Pregnancy and Parenting after Loss
By Joann O’Leary, Margaret M. Murphy,
Jane Warland and Lynnda Parker

Health & Fitness

Imprint
Lyons Press

Imprint
Lyons Press

Imprint
Lyons Press

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Extent 272 pages

Extent 200 pages

Extent 368 pages

Extent 208 pages 

Extent 160 pages

Different Baby, Different Story offers guidance, 
supports, and understanding to families who are 
pregnant after a pregnancy or infant loss. Through 
firsthand accounts from expectant mothers and fa-
thers as well as extended family members, readers 
find ways to manage the mixed feelings that might 
attend to a subsequent pregnancy.

Logged In and Stressed Out teaches readers how to feel 
happier and more confident by examining the ways 
in which social media is negatively affecting their 
lives and determining how they can develop healthier 
online habits.

https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781493043644/Bogus-Science-How-Scare-Tactics-Rob-Voters-Corrupt-Research-and-Poison-Minds
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781493055579/Charm-The-Elusive-Enchantment
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781493000609/The-Art-of-the-Con-How-to-Think-Like-a-Real-Hustler-and-Avoid-Being-Scammed-1st-Edition
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781493000609/The-Art-of-the-Con-How-to-Think-Like-a-Real-Hustler-and-Avoid-Being-Scammed-1st-Edition
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781493043644/Bogus-Science-How-Scare-Tactics-Rob-Voters-Corrupt-Research-and-Poison-Minds
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781493055579/Charm-The-Elusive-Enchantment
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Hardback
June 2020

978-1-5381-3422-1
$28.00 / £18.95

Territorial Rights World

A friendly, easy-to-read guide for cancer patients and their loved 
ones when dealing with a cancer diagnosis. This book will help 
patients, loved ones, friends and family recognize the pitfalls of a 
cancer diagnosis and how to avoid them to get the best care possible 
during their cancer journey. 

Stephen Rosenberg is a radiation oncologist, researcher, and writer. 

Hardback
August 2020

978-1-5381-3655-3
$28.00 / £18.95

Territorial Rights World

“For over 7 decades, Dr. Karpman has been an integral contributor to 
the amazing transformation in cardiovascular health care. Death from 
heart attacks has fallen to a small fraction and defibrillators inserted 
in patients are now the size of a coin. Silent ischemia is deadly and 
you can do something about it. Travel this amazing journey with Dr. 
Karpman who in plain English may save your life and the life of your 
loved ones. ” —Ronald P. Karlsberg

Dr. Harold L. Karpman is a cardiologist in Beverley Hills, California, 
USA.

Overcome the Challenges of Cancer Care
How to Avoid Pitfalls on the Path to Healing
By Stephen Rosenberg M.D.

The New Science of Fighting
Silent Heart Disease
Causes, Diagnoses, Prevention, and Treatments
By Dr. Harold L. Karpman

Health & Fitness

Hardback
September 2020

978-1-5381-3835-9
$30.00 / £19.95

Territorial Rights World

Hardback
April 2020

978-1-5381-2162-7
$30.00 / £19.95

The Slippery Slope of Healthcare
Why Bad Things Happen to Healthy Patients
and How to Avoid Them
By Steven Z. Kussin

Territorial Rights World

The Pain Epidemic
A Guide to Issues, Symptoms, Treatments, 
and Wellness
By Don Goldenberg

A slippery slope describes how events progress from an initially 
innocent step to a cascade of subsequent misfortunes that are 
increasingly inevitable, difficult to stop, and more harmful than the 
last. In the attempt to improve what is already just fine, patients can 
unknowingly find themselves on this slope. This book shows them 
how to avoid it.  Steven Z. Kussin takes readers through the steps of 
how to avoid the many pitfalls of unnecessary and sometimes even 
dangerous medical care.

Steven Z. Kussin is a physician, author, television commentator, and a 
pioneer in the Shared Decision movement. 

Health & Fitness

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Extent 144 pages 

Extent 208 pages

Extent 192 pages 

Extent 336 pages

Written by an internationally recognized expert, this book uniquely 
blends the latest research and understanding of chronic pain with 
very personal stories, including of the author, his wife, his patients 
and historical figures.

https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538134238/Overcome-the-Challenges-of-Cancer-Care-How-to-Avoid-Pitfalls-on-the-Path-to-Healing
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538136553/The-New-Science-of-Fighting-Silent-Heart-Disease-Causes-Diagnoses-Prevention-and-Treatments
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538134238/Overcome-the-Challenges-of-Cancer-Care-How-to-Avoid-Pitfalls-on-the-Path-to-Healing
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538136553/The-New-Science-of-Fighting-Silent-Heart-Disease-Causes-Diagnoses-Prevention-and-Treatments
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538138359/The-Pain-Epidemic-A-Guide-to-Issues-Symptoms-Treatments-and-Wellness
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538121627/The-Slippery-Slope-of-Healthcare-Why-Bad-Things-Happen-to-Healthy-Patients-and-How-to-Avoid-Them
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538121627/The-Slippery-Slope-of-Healthcare-Why-Bad-Things-Happen-to-Healthy-Patients-and-How-to-Avoid-Them
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538138359/The-Pain-Epidemic-A-Guide-to-Issues-Symptoms-Treatments-and-Wellness
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Hardback
May 2020

978-1-5381-2128-3
$27.00 / £17.95

Paris, City of Dreams
Napoleon III, Baron Haussmann, and the Creation of 
Paris
By Mary McAuliffe

Paris, City of Dreams traces the transformation of the City of Light during 
Napoleon III’s Second Empire into the beloved city of today. Together, 
Napoleon III and his right-hand man, Georges Haussmann, completely 
rebuilt Paris in less than two decades—a breathtaking achievement made 
possible not only by the emperor’s vision and Haussmann’s determination 
but by the regime’s unrelenting authoritarianism, augmented by the 
booming economy that Napoleon fostered.

Mary McAuliffe holds a PhD in history from the University of Maryland and has 
taught at several universities.

Territorial Rights World

History

Paperback
September 2020

978-1-4930-4990-5
$16.95 / £10.95

Women Who Spied
By A. A. Hoehling

From the Biblical days of Delilah to modern times there have been women 
who ventured at their peril as spies into the conflicts of armed men. 
Recounted in this fascinating history are dramatic incidents of feminine 
espionage in the United States and abroad from the time of the American 
Revolution to the present day. Learn about Lydia Darragh who alerted 
General Washington to the British plans for surprise attack on Valley Forge. 
Who was the agent in New York during World War II who used a doll repair 
shop to communicate with Japan? And who was the only woman in England 
to win the George Cross? 

A. A. Hoehling’s accounts of the exploits of these intrepid women transform 
history into the highest adventure.

Territorial Rights World

History

Imprint Rowman & Littlefield Publishers Imprint Lyons Press

Extent 328 pages
Extent 248 pages

https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538121283/Paris-City-of-Dreams-Napoleon-III-Baron-Haussmann-and-the-Creation-of-Paris
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538121283/Paris-City-of-Dreams-Napoleon-III-Baron-Haussmann-and-the-Creation-of-Paris
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781461732198/Women-Who-Spied
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781461732198/Women-Who-Spied
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Hardback
October 2020

978-1-4422-6497-7
$38.00 / £24.95

Territorial Rights World

This book offers a fresh look at the Germans—the largest and 
perhaps the most diverse foreign-language group in 19th Century 
America. Drawing upon the latest findings from both sides of the 
Atlantic, emphasizing history from the bottom up and drawing 
heavily upon examples from immigrant letters, this work presents a 
number of surprising new insights.

Walter D. Kamphoefner is Professor of History at Texas A&M University.

Hardback
November 2020

978-1-5381-4340-7
$34.00 / £23.95

Territorial Rights World

This heart-wrenching and awe-inspiring story immerses readers in 
the drama of survival for one man. No matter what, An Wei is going 
to stay alive; he will survive false accusations and jobs lost to corrupt 
colleagues. No matter the challenges, he will create goodness and hope 
to offset the death of his daughter. Through success and failures, he 
moves on. His perseverance and ability to confront adversity combine 
with the dramatic events and upheavals in China’s modern history to 
produce a narrative that will keep readers enthralled. 

Nancy Pine is one of a few American experts on Chinese early childhood 
education. 

Germans in America
A Concise History
By Walter D. Kamphoefner

One in a Billion
One Man’s Remarkable Odyssey
through Modern-day China
By Nancy Pine

History

Hardback
June 2020

978-1-5381-3824-3
$24.95 / £15.95

Territorial Rights World

This book explores the little-known intimate life of Marie 
Antoinette and her family in a world filled with intrigue, infidelity, 
and adultery. Will Bashor reveals the hedonistic atmosphere at 
Versailles, unveiling a fascinating view behind the scenes as we 
learn the secret language of the queen’s fan and explore the hidden 
passageways and staircases of endless intrigue at the palace. 

Will Bashor holds a doctorate in international studies from the 
American Graduate School in Paris. 

Hardback
October 2020

978-0-8117-3879-8
$34.95 / £23.95

Soldiers of Barbarossa
Combat on the Eastern Front
By David Stahel and Craig W.H. Luther

Territorial Rights World

Operation Barbarossa—Germans versus Soviets in a no-holds-barred 
battle for the soul of Europe—speaks to what it meant to be a soldier 
in World War II. Drawing from thousands of soldiers’ accounts, letters, 
and diaries, historians David Stahel and Craig Luther tell the story of 
Barbarossa but also the story of men at war in the twentieth century. 

David Stahel is the world’s leading authority on the first six months on 
the Eastern Front of World War II.

Craig Luther is a former Fulbright Scholar and a retired U.S. Air Force 
historian.

Marie Antoinette’s World
Intrigue, Infidelity, and Adultery in Versailles
By Will Bashor

History

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Imprint
Stackpole Books

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Extent 288 pages

Extent 304 pages 

Extent 400 pages

https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538138243/Marie-Antoinette's-World-Intrigue-Infidelity-and-Adultery-in-Versailles
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9780811738798/Soldiers-of-Barbarossa-Combat-Genocide-and-Everyday-Experiences-on-the-Eastern-Front-June%E2%80%93December-1941
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9780811738798/Soldiers-of-Barbarossa-Combat-Genocide-and-Everyday-Experiences-on-the-Eastern-Front-June%E2%80%93December-1941
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538138243/Marie-Antoinette's-World-Intrigue-Infidelity-and-Adultery-in-Versailles
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1943
Days of Peril, Year of Victory
By Victor Brooks

Hardback
October 2020

978-1-4930-4508-2
$24.95 / £15.95

A Concise History of Nazi Germany
Fifth Edition
By Joseph W. Bendersky

Paperback
October 2020

978-1-5381-4083-3
$35.00

Dare to Struggle
A History of the Black Power Movement
By Curtis Austin

Hardback
June 2020

978-1-4422-2070-6
$38.00 / £24.95

Hardback
September 2020

978-1-63388-654-4
$29.99 / £19.95

Empire’s Eagles
The Fate of the Napoleonic Elite
in America
By Thomas E Crocker

History

Territorial Rights World

Territorial Rights World

Military historian Victor Brooks argues that the 
year 1943 marked a significant shift in the World 
War II balance of power from the Axis to Allied 
forces. Brooks presents a global narrative of the 
American experience of war during the year, 
ranging from the tiny blood-drenched island of 
Tarawa to the vast expanses of North Africa.

This balanced history offers a concise, 
readable introduction to Nazi Germany.

Territorial Rights World

Territorial Rights World

This book highlights the movement’s 
roots and legacy with emphasis on sports, 
academia, religion, art, culture, music, 
politics, economics, and movement strategy. 

The never-before told story of how Napoleon’s 
top brass escaped to America after Waterloo.

The Ile de France
Grandeur, Luxe and Art Deco
in the Golden Age of Travel
By Thomas Kepler

Hardback
November 2020

978-1-4930-5349-0
$45.00 / £29.95

Poisoning the Pacific
The US Military’s Secret Dumping of Plutonium, 
Chemical Weapons, and Agent Orange

By Jon Mitchell, Introduction by John W. Dower

Hardback
July 2020

978-1-5381-3033-9
$24.95 / £15.95 

The Hidden Hindenburg 
The Untold Story of the Tragedy, the Nazi 
Secrets, and the Quest to Rule the Skies
By Michael McCarthy

Hardback
August 2020

978-1-4930-5370-4
$27.95 / £18.95

Paperback
August 2020

978-1-4930-4910-3
$24.95 / £15.95

The Making of Paris
How People and Organizations Can 
Thrive in a Hyper-connected World
By Russell Kelley

Paperback
November 2020

978-1-4930-5549-4
$18.95 / £12.95

Titanic
Why She Collided, Why She Sank, Why 
She Should Have Never Sailed
By Senan Molony

History

Territorial Rights World

Territorial Rights World

Territorial Rights World

Territorial Rights World

A complete history of the luxury liner the Ile 
de France, an immortal Atlantic liner with chic 
and verve.

This book reveals the enormous extent 
of the Pacific Sea contamination and the 
lengths the Pentagon will go to conceal it.

Territorial Rights World

The Hidden Hindenburg finally catches up with a 
German conman who mislead the world about the 
Hindenburg to bury his own Nazi connections. 

The story of how Paris has evolved over two 
thousand years from a fishing village into the 
world’s most beautiful city. 

Senan Molony provides lost evidence for the true 
circumstances that led to the Titanic’s collision 
and ultimate loss.

Imprint
Lyons Press

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers 

Imprint
Prometheus

Imprint
Lyons Press

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Imprint
Lyons Press

Imprint
Lyons Press

Imprint
Lyons Press

Extent 272 pages

Extent 272 pages

Extent 288 pages

Extent 240 pages

Extent 296 pages

Extent 320 pages

Extent 400 pages

Extent 320 pages

https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781493045082/1943-Days-of-Peril-Year-of-Victory
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781493045082/1943-Days-of-Peril-Year-of-Victory
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781493053490/The-Ile-de-France-Grandeur-Luxe-and-Art-Deco-in-the-Golden-Age-of-Travel
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538130346/Poisoning-the-Pacific-The-US-Military's-Secret-Dumping-of-Plutonium-Chemical-Weapons-and-Agent-Orange
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781493053490/The-Ile-de-France-Grandeur-Luxe-and-Art-Deco-in-the-Golden-Age-of-Travel
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538130346/Poisoning-the-Pacific-The-US-Military's-Secret-Dumping-of-Plutonium-Chemical-Weapons-and-Agent-Orange
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781493053711/The-Hidden-Hindenburg-The-Untold-Story-of-the-Tragedy-the-Nazi-Secrets-and-the-Quest-to-Rule-the-Skies
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781493049103/The-Making-of-Paris
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781493053711/The-Hidden-Hindenburg-The-Untold-Story-of-the-Tragedy-the-Nazi-Secrets-and-the-Quest-to-Rule-the-Skies
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781493049103/The-Making-of-Paris
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781493055494/Titanic-Why-She-Collided-Why-She-Sank-Why-She-Should-Have-Never-Sailed
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781493055494/Titanic-Why-She-Collided-Why-She-Sank-Why-She-Should-Have-Never-Sailed
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Hardback
July 2020

978-1-5381-1632-6
$95.00 / £65.00

Hip-Hop en Français
An Exploration of Hip-Hop Culture in the Francophone World
Edited by Alain-Philippe Durand

Hip Hop en Français presents an overview of the emergence and development 
of hip-hop culture in Francophone nations from its origins until today.

With essays by renowned hip-hop scholars and a foreword by Marcyliena 
Morgan, Harvard’s Hiphop Archive executive director, this edited volume 
addresses topics such as the history of rap music; hip-hop dance; the art of 
graffiti; hip-hop artists and their interactions with media arts, social media, 
literature, race, political and ideological landscapes; and hip hop based 
education (HHBE).

Alain-Philippe Durand is Dean of the College of Humanities, Professor of French, 
Honors College Distinguished Fellow, and affiliated faculty in Africana Studies, 
Latin American Studies, LGBT Studies, and Public and Applied Humanities at the 
University of Arizona. 

Territorial Rights World

Music

Paperback
November 2020

978-1-4930-5235-6
$24.95 / £15.95

Hold On World
The Lasting Impact of John Lennon & Yoko Ono’s Plastic 
Ono Band - 50 Years On
By John Kruth

Hold On World revisits Lennon and Ono’s love affair and startling 
collaborations. John Lennon’s Plastic Ono Band was arguably the most 
emotionally honest album ever made. It wasn’t merely another record but 
more like a sonic exorcism, a spiritual, public bloodletting. Lennon’s album 
drove a stake through the heart of the Beatles’ myth while confronting 
everything else in John’s life, from Dylan to God to his glorified status as a 
“Working Class Hero.”

John Kruth is an acclaimed author of three musical biographies.

Territorial Rights World Illustrations 40 Colour

Music

Imprint Rowman & Littlefield Publishers Imprint Backbeat

Extent 296 pages

Extent 248 pages

https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538116326/Hip-Hop-en-Fran%C3%A7ais-An-Exploration-of-Hip-Hop-Culture-in-the-Francophone-World
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538116326/Hip-Hop-en-Fran%C3%A7ais-An-Exploration-of-Hip-Hop-Culture-in-the-Francophone-World
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781493052356/Hold-On-World-The-Lasting-Impact-of-John-Lennon-and-Yoko-Ono's-Plastic-Ono-Band-50-Years-On
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781493052356/Hold-On-World-The-Lasting-Impact-of-John-Lennon-and-Yoko-Ono's-Plastic-Ono-Band-50-Years-On
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Paperback
June 2020

978-1-5381-3560-0
$29.95 / £19.95

Hardback
2021

978-1-5381-4451-0
$40.00

Prince and the Parade and Sign “O” the Times Era 
Studio Session
1985 and 1986
By Duane Tudahl, Foreword by Duff McKagan

From Prince’s superstardom to studio seclusion, this second book in the 
Prince Studio Sessions series chronicles the tumultuous years immediately 
following the Purple Rain era. 

Duane Tudahl takes us back into the world of Prince’s musical masterpieces 
and personal battles, weaving together the voices of those who knew 
Prince best during this period. As Prince’s relationship with his band, the 
Revolution, and his fiancée, Susan Melvoin, crumbled, he threw himself into  
true creative catharsis.

Duane Tudahl is a senior researcher at the Prince Rogers Nelson Archives in Los 
Angeles. 

Territorial Rights World Photographs 10 B&W

Music

Music critic, percussionist, and author David Hurwitz is the founder and 
Executive Editor of Classicstoday.com, the Internet’s first classical music review 
magazine.

Music

Beethoven’s Orchestral Music
An Owner’s Manual
By David Hurwitz

Beethoven’s orchestral works include some of the most iconic and popular 
pieces of classical music ever written. David Hurwitz surveys all of his 
symphonies, overtures, concertos, theatrical music, his single ballet and 
other music for the dance, and several short pieces. It also features extensive 
discographies and recommended recordings. 

Territorial Rights World

Imprint Rowman & Littlefield Publishers Imprint Amadeus

Extent 500 pages

Extent 240 pages

https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538135600/Beethoven's-Orchestral-Music-An-Owner's-Manual
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538135600/Beethoven's-Orchestral-Music-An-Owner's-Manual
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Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Paperback
October 2020

978-1-4930-5611-8
$24.95 / £15.95

Territorial Rights World

Music Theory for Self-Taught Musicians describes and explains 
music theory to musicians and aspiring musicians who did not 
receive much or any formal music education and don’t necessarily 
know how to read music. It presents a clear, step-by-step 
exploration of all the tools needed to understand modern music, 
without the hassle of learning how to read music. 

Will Metz is a French-American guitarist and author. 

Paperback
October 2020

978-1-61713-712-9
$24.95 / £15.95

Territorial Rights World

No band in recent history has divided listeners’ opinions as much as 
Radiohead. Are they the Beatles of the twenty-first century, or is their 
music just pretentious, sometimes boring? Musician, pop-culture 
critic, and playwright Dan Caffrey wasn’t always a Radiohead fan, 
but that all changed one Chicago winter, when he suddenly found 
their album In Rainbows to be a welcome source of sonic warmth. 
An extension of Caffrey’s deep but often cautious love for the band, 
Radiohead FAQ presents a fittingly sideways look at what he’s dubbed 
“the world’s most famous cult band.” 

Dan Caffrey has written for Consequence of Sound, The A.V. Club, 
Pitchfork and Vox, among other publications.

Music Theory for Self-Taught Musicians
Level 1: The Basics
By Will Metz

Radiohead FAQ
All That’s Left to Know About the World’s Most Famous Cult Band
By Dan Caffrey

Music

How To Act & Eat at the Same Time
The Do’s and Don’ts of Landing a Professional 
Acting Job, Third Edition, Updated & Expanded
By Tom Logan

Paperback
October 2020

978-1-5381-3772-7
$24.95

I’m Talented... Now What?
A 16-Week Workbook for Performing 
Artists
By Michelle Loucadoux

Paperback
August 2020

978-1-5381-3986-8
$24.95 / £15.95

Naked Screenwriting
Twenty-two Oscar-Winning Screenwriters 
Bare Their Secrets to Writing
By Lew Hunter, With Meg Gifford

Paperback
September 2020

978-1-5381-3795-6
$39.95 / £24.95

Hardback
July 2020

978-1-5381-2765-0
$35.00 / £23.95

The Films of Martin Scorsese
Gangsters, Greed, and Guilt
By Eric San Juan

Hardback
September 2020

978-1-5381-3696-6
$35.00

The Voyages of Star Trek
A Space-Time Continuum
By Kathleen M. Heath and Ann S. Carlisle

Performing Arts

Territorial Rights World

Territorial Rights World

Territorial Rights World

Territorial Rights World

Territorial Rights World

An essential update to this classic book from 
the ultimate insider, Tom Logan. Everything 
you need to know about the profession of acting 
from both sides of the camera.

A 16-week workbook suitable for arts courses 
that helps aspiring performing artists make 
actionable plans to pursue a successful career. 

A collection of interviews recorded in Lew 
Hunter’s seminars with 22 top, Oscar-winning 
screenwriters .

A definitive look at the 24 features directed by 
Martin Scorsese in chronological order.

This volume looks at how each Star Trek 
series has continually reflected the cultural 
landscape of its time and how it became a 
worldwide phenomenon.

Imprint
Backbeat

Imprint
Backbeat

Imprint
Limelight Editions

Imprint
Limelight Editions

Imprint
Limelight Editions

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Extent 160 pages

Extent 408 pages

Extent 320 pages

Extent 176 pages

Extent 528 pages

Extent 272 pages

Extent 192 pages
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Hardback
April 2020

978-1-5381-3350-7
$22.95 / £15.95

Manipulated
Inside the Cyberwar to Hijack Elections and Distort the 
Truth
By Theresa Payton

Cybersecurity expert Theresa Payton tells battlefront stories from the 
global war being conducted through clicks, swipes, internet access, 
technical backdoors and massive espionage schemes. She investigates the 
cyberwarriors who are planning tomorrow’s attacks, weaving a fascinating 
tale of Artificial Intelligent mutations carrying out attacks without human 
intervention, “deepfake” videos that look real to the naked eye, and chatbots 
that beget other chatbots. Finally, Payton offers readers telltale signs that their 
most fundamental beliefs are being meddled with and actions they can take or 
demand that corporations and elected officials must take before it is too late. 

Theresa M. Payton served as the first female Chief Information Officer for 
the White House during the President George W. Bush administration and is 
currently CEO and founder of Fortalice Solutions.

Territorial Rights World

Political Science

Hardback
May 2020

978-1-78661-522-0
$40.00 / £25.00

Pitch Battles
Protest, Prejudice and Play
By Peter Hain and André Odendaal
The organised disruption of the all-white 1969/70 South African rugby and cricket 
tours to Britain represented a significant challenge to apartheid politics. Led by 
future cabinet minister Peter Hain, the ‘Stop the Seventy Tour’ campaign brought 
about the cancellation of both tours, presaging the end of apartheid sport altogether.

Interspersing a wide range of examples with personal testimony, Pitch Battles 
explores the themes of sport, globalisation and resistance from the deep past to the 
present day. Published in the same year as the Stop The Tour documentary, this 
compelling story of sacrifice, struggle and triumph reveals how sport should never 
be divorced from politics or society’s values.

Peter Hain, a former Labour MP and Cabinet Minister, is now a member of the 
House of Lords and author of over twenty books.

Territorial Rights World Illustrations 15 B&W

André Odendaal, a former first class cricketer, is Honorary Professor in History 
and Heritage Studies at the University of the Western Cape.

Political Science

Imprint Rowman & Littlefield Publishers Imprint Rowman & Littlefield International

Extent 208 pages Extent 400 pages

https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538133507/Manipulated-Inside-the-Cyberwar-to-Hijack-Elections-and-Distort-the-Truth
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Hardback
March 2020

978-1-5381-2191-7
$120.00 / £80.00

Territorial Rights World

This comprehensive and engaging text explores contemporary 
Mexico’s political, economic, and social development and examines 
the most important policy issues facing the country today. Readers 
will find this widely praised book continues to be the most current 
and accessible work available on Mexico’s politics and policy.  

Emily Edmonds-Poli is Associate Professor of Political Science and 
International Relations at the University of San Diego. 
David A. Shirk is Professor of Political Science and International Relations 
at the University of San Diego.

Hardback
September 2020

978-1-5381-1762-0
$138.00

Territorial Rights World

Lois Edmund

Contemporary Mexican Politics
Fourth Edition
By Emily Edmonds-Poli and David A. Shirk

Introduction to Conflict Resolution
Volume 2
By Lois Edmund

Political Science

Hardback
April 2020

978-1-5381-2925-8
$21.95 / £14.95

Territorial Rights World

In this book, John J. Pitney Jr., one of America’s most incisive 
conservative commentators, exposes a core irony of Trump’s 
presidency: that a man who is quick to question the patriotism of 
his critics is himself deeply unpatriotic. Pitney argues that real 
Americanism is about ideas and ideals: truth, equality, the rule of 
law, patriotic service, and the hope that America can serve as an 
example to the rest of the world. By words and actions, Trump has 
disparaged all of these things.

John J. Pitney Jr. frequently writes for USA Today, The National Review, 
Claremont Review of Books, and other publications.

Hardback
March 2020

9781538137505
$129.00 / £85.00

Women, Politics, and Power
A Global Perspective, Fourth Edition
By Pamela Paxton, Melanie M. Hughes 
and Tiffany D. Barnes

Territorial Rights World

Women, Politics, and Power: A Global Perspective provides a detailed 
introduction to women’s political participation and representation across 
a wide range of countries and regions. Through statistical overviews and 
detailed case-study accounts, the authors document historical trends and 
the contemporary state of women’s political strength. 

Pamela Paxton is Professor of Sociology at The University of Texas at Austin. 
Craig Luther is Professor of Sociology at the University of Pittsburgh.
Tiffany D. Barnes is an Associate Professor of Political Science at University 
of Kentucky.

Un-American
The Fake Patriotism of Donald J. Trump
By John J. Pitney Jr.

Political Science

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Extent 392 pages

Extent 600 pages

Extent 248 pages

Extent 504 pages

https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538121917/Contemporary-Mexican-Politics-Fourth-Edition
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Paperback
July 2020

978-1-5381-3837-3
$28.00 / £18.95

The World Religions Workbook
Engaging with Transformational Concepts
By Sharenda Roam

The World Religions Workbook is an innovative full-color text that 
analyzes nine phases of human transformation through identity 
formation, welcoming students to explore the transformative 
elements found in many sacred texts. Students engage with 
concepts from Hinduism, Buddhism, Judaism. Christianity, and 
Islam, as well as other worldviews through writing and critical 
thinking in order to facilitate personal and scholarly growth.

Sharenda Roam is a full time instructor of Religious Studies at Glendale 
Community College in Glendale, Arizona. 

Territorial Rights World

Respectful Atheism
A Perspective on Belief in God and 
Each Other
By Thomas Sheppard

Hardback
December 2020

978-1-63388-660-5
$25.95 / £17.95

The Food and Feasts of the
Apostle Paul
Inside the Early Church—with
Menus and Recipes
By Douglas E. Neel

Hardback
July 2020

978-1-5381-0477-4
$34.00 / £23.95

Religion

Territorial Rights World

Territorial Rights World

This books considers what it means to 
respect others’ beliefs and cultural traditions 
without abandoning a sincere disbelief in a 
supernatural being. 

This book takes the reader inside the feasts 
of the Apostle Paul. It not only describes the 
events but the meals that were prepared, 
including recipes.

Hardback
July 2020

978-1-5381-3262-3 
$28.00 / £18.95

The Heart of a Leader
Fifty-Two Emotional Intelligence Insights to Advance 
Your Career
By Kristin Harper

This book uncovers insider secrets on leadership for go-getters who aren’t 
satisfied with status quo careers. Authored by Kristin Harper, the book 
is based on over 20 years of firsthand experience climbing the proverbial 
corporate ladder. When Harper graduated from business school, she had the 
technical skills to succeed, but she wasn’t equipped to navigate the politics, 
personalities, and changing priorities that accompany the work environment. 
Through a combination of hard work, sound guidance from mentors, and a 
commitment to continuous improvement, she was named vice president of a 
Fortune 15 company in her 30s. Strengthening her emotional intelligence was 
a critical enabler of her success. Now, she’s sharing these insights with you. 

Kristin Harper is a global vice president at Cardinal Health, a $120B Fortune 15 
healthcare company. 

Territorial Rights World Illustrations 8 B&W

Self-Help

Imprint Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Imprint
Prometheus

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Extent 250 pages

Extent 256 pages

Extent 212 pages

Extent 176 pages

https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781633886605/Respectful-Atheism-A-Perspective-on-Belief-in-God-and-Each-Other
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Dying with Ease
A Compassionate Guide for Making Wiser
End of Life Choices
By Jess Spiess

Trust Again
Overcoming Betrayal and Regaining Health, 
Confidence, and Happiness
By Debi Silber

Hardback
September 2020

978-1-5381-4063-5
$30.00 / £19.95

Hardback
September 2020

978-1-5381-3397-2
$28.00 / £18.95

Recovering from Your
Car Accident
The Complete Guide to Reclaiming
Your Life
By James F. Zender

Self-Help

Territorial Rights World

Gender and Justice
Learning through Cases
By Susan T. Krumholz and Jo-Ann Della 

Hardback
August 2020

978-1-4422-5785-6
$120.00 / £80.00

Juvenile Delinquency
A Sociological Approach, Eleventh Edition

By William E. Thompson, Jack E. Bynum
and Mica L. Thompson

Paperback
July 2020

978-1-5381-3029-2
$92.00 / £65.00

Media Literacy in Action
Questioning the Media
By Renee Hobbs

Hardback
July 2020

978-1-5381-1527-5
$130.00 / £85.00

Paperback
July 2020

978-1-5381-2759-9
$115.00

The European Culture Area
A Systematic Geography, Seventh Edition

By Alexander B. Murphy, Terry G. Jordan-By-
chkov and Bella Bychkova Jordan

Social Science

This leading textbook has been thoroughly 
revised to reflect the sweeping economic, 
social, and political changes that have fallen 
upon Europe in recent years.

Taking a sociological approach, Juvenile 
Delinquency discusses delinquency as it 
relates to and emerges from the youth’s family, 
neighborhood, school, peer group, social class, 
and overall cultural and social environment.

Covering topics from news and information 
to the internet to media consumption and 
addiction, this key textbook provides the tools 
to both empower and protect students as they 
navigate our increasingly complex media 
environment. 

Hardback
September 2020

978-1-5381-4189-2
$30.00 / £19.95

Territorial Rights World

After three decades of caring for the dying, Dr. Jeff Spiess argues 
that if we honestly face our mortality, we will make wiser decisions, 
die with less distress, and live the remainder of our lives, whether 
days or decades, more fully and with less anxiety.  

Dr. Jeff Spiess is “mostly” retired as Associate Medical Director of 
Hospice of the Western Reserve.

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Extent 192 pages

Extent 256 pages

Territorial Rights World

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Extent 192 pages

Territorial Rights World

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Extent 352 pages

Territorial Rights World

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Extent 592 pages

Territorial Rights World

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Extent 402 pages

Territorial Rights World

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Extent 440 pages

Zender explains how to deal with the problems 
that result from auto accidents, including pain, 
depression, anxiety, concerns about the future 
and finances, personality changes, emotional 
and cognitive functioning, post-traumatic stress, 
traumatic brain injury, and strained relation-
ships.

https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538141892/Dying-with-Ease-A-Compassionate-Guide-for-Making-Wiser-End-of-Life-Decisions
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Paperback
August 2020

978-1-4930-5024-6
$19.95 / £13.95

K2, The Savage Mountain
The Classic True Story Of Disaster And Survival On The 
World’s Second-Highest Mountain
By Charles Houston and Robert Bates
When eleven climbers died on K2 on August 1, 2008, it was a stark reminder 
that the world’s second-highest mountain has, for more than a century, been 
regarded as the most difficult and dangerous of all—for every four people 
who reach the top, one dies in the attempt. K2, The Savage Mountain tells the 
dramatic story of the 1953 American expedition, led by Charles S. Houston, 
when a combination of terrible storms and illness stopped the team short of the 
summit. Then on the descent, tragedy struck, and how the climbers made it to 
safety is renowned in the annals of climbing. 
K2, The Savage Mountain captures this tale with an unmatched power that has 
earned this book its place as one of the classics of mountaineering literature.

Charles Houston and Robert Bates organized the American expeditions to K2 in 
1938 and 1953. 

Territorial Rights World Illustrations 26 B&W

Sports & Recreation

Paperback
October 2020

978-1-4930-4342-2
$29.95 / £19.95 

The Ski Guide Manual

By Rob Coppolillo, Foreword by Colin Zacharias

Backcountry/off-piste skiing is the fastest growing segment of the snow-
sports industry, faster than resort skiing, snowboarding, snowshoeing, 
or Nordic skiing. Yet it’s been more than 10 years since anyone published 
an updated, high-end backcountry ski guide. With The Ski Guide Manual, 
the authors have combined decades of experience guiding and have 
developed a successful system of travel and risk management in the winter 
environment. The collective work of thousands of mountain guides have 
proven how to have the most fun and find the best snow, all which reducing 
risk of avalanche, cold, crevasses, and optimize group dynamics. 

Rob Coppolillo was among the first 100 Americans to earn international 
certification in mountain guiding. 

Territorial Rights World Photos 154 Colour

Sports & Recreation

Imprint Lyons Press Imprint Falcon Guides

Extent 240 pagesExtent 224 pages
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Paperback
November 2020

978-1-4930-5286-8
$22.95 / £15.95

Territorial Rights World

In this one-of-a-kind guide, survival skills expert Nate Summers 
unlocks the practical, ancient, and powerful art of making fire. Our 
modern lives and comforts have removed us from the world of our 
grandmothers and grandfathers where simple skills like how to 
make a fire to keep yourself alive are lost or fading rapidly. In this 
book, you will discover the basic principles of fire-making, how-to 
material, fire-starting methods and structures for almost any 
conditions, fire safety information and more.

Nate Summers has been a survival skills instructor for over 20 years with 
a background in anthropology, Asian studies, and natural medicine. 

Paperback
October 2020

978-1-4930-5558-6
$19.95 / £13.95

Territorial Rights World

Golf has been around for over 600 years, its origins tracing back to the 
links in Scotland in the fifteenth century. Since then, the game has 
spread worldwide, with millions of fans and players from all walks 
of life. Born on the Links: A Concise History of Golf encompasses the 
entire history of this popular sport. It covers the development of 
golf equipment, rules, and playing fields, and shows how the game 
changed from a pastime exclusively for the rich to a sport that is played 
by millions of people of all classes, ages, and backgrounds. 

John Williamson is an author and lawyer who has written nonfiction 
books for over thirty years. 

Awakening Fire
The Essential Guide to an Ancient Art
By Nate Summers

Born on the Links
A Concise History of Golf
By John Williamson

Sports & Recreation

Paperback
December 2020

978-0-7627-8277-2
$29.95 / £19.95

Territorial Rights World

Climbing frozen waterfalls is great wintertime fun as well as good 
training for alpinism. How To Ice Climb! covers the equipment and 
techniques that will allow beginner’s to safely enjoy this sport. It 
also provides experienced climbers with advanced skills that will 
make them more efficient. Written by a veteran climber, this book 
provides invaluable tips for conserving energy, staying warm, and 
mastering the art of mixed climbing on rock and ice. 

Tim Banfield is a seasoned climbing photographer.

Paperback
September 2020

978-1-4930-4781-9
 $24.95 / £15.95

Territorial Rights World

This full color book includes everything beginning climbers need to 
know to safely toprope climbing routes, from tying knots to setting 
anchors to belaying. While it seems simple on the surface, topropes 
must be rigged and configured properly in accordance with sound 
safety principles—and that’s where this book comes in. 

Bob Gaines began rock climbing at Joshua Tree in the 1970s. Since then 
he has pioneered over 500400 first ascents in the park. 

How to Ice Climb!
Second Edition
By Tim Banfield

Toproping
Rock Climbing for the Outdoor Beginner
Second Edition
By Bob Gaines

Sports & Recreation

Imprint
Lyons Press

Imprint
Falcon Guides

Imprint
Falcon Guides

Imprint
Falcon Guides

Extent 240 pages

Extent 288 pages

Extent 272 pages

Extent 256 pages
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Paperback
October 2020

978-1-4930-5209-7
$24.95 / £15.95

Trail Tested
A Thru-Hiker’s Guide to Ultralight Hiking and 
Backpacking
By Justin Lichter

Justin Lichter, a.k.a. Trauma, divulges hundreds of valuable tips 
and advice based on his more than 35,000 miles of hiking across the 
country and beyond. Trail Tested is a comprehensive guide to hiking 
and backpacking. Whether you’re a new hiker looking for expert 
advice, an experienced hiker looking to hone your skills, or a thru-
hiker gearing up for a 6-month trip, this book is packed with priceless 
information to make your trip a successful and comfortable one. 

Justin Lichter has hiked more than 35,000 miles since 2002.

Territorial Rights World

At the Mercy of the Mountains
True Stories Of Survival And Tragedy 
In New York’s Adirondacks
By Peter Bronski

Paperback
August 2020

978-1-4930-5030-7
$19.95 / £13.95

Outward Bound Canoeing
Handbook
Third Edition
By Johnny Molloy

Paperback
November 2020

978-1-4930-5308-7
$18.95 / £12.95

Sports & Recreation

An affirmation of the triumph of the human 
spirit in the face of adversity and an insight into 
why misadventure happens in the first place—
and how to avoid it. 

A handy, illustrated resource on the 
fundamentals of canoeing, including solid, 
sound instruction on all aspects of canoeing, 
from types of canoes to equipment choices, 
paddle and on-the-water techniques, safety tips, 
and more.

Paperback
June 2020

978-1-5381-3831-1
$16.95 / £10.95

Territorial Rights World

Inspired by Jules Verne’s classic adventure tale, Mike Veseth takes 
readers on a journey Around the World in Eighty Wines that will 
inspire, inform, and entertain anyone who loves travel, adventure, 
or wine. What are the eighty wines and what do they reveal? And 
what is the surprise plot twist that guarantees a happy ending for 
every wine lover?

Mike Veseth is Professor Emeritus of International Political Economy at 
the University of Puget Sound. 

Paperback
October 2020

978-1-4930-4777-2
$24.95 / £15.95

Territorial Rights World

Europe by Eurail has been the train traveler’s one-stop source for 
visiting Europe’s cities and countries by rail for more than forty years. 
This comprehensive guide provides the latest information on fares, 
schedules, and pass options, as well as detailed information on more 
than one hundred specific rail excursions. 

Laverne Ferguson-Kosinski and her late husband, George Ferguson, 
first coauthored this unique and comprehensive how-to guide in 1980. 

Around the World in Eighty Wines
Exploring Wine One Country at a Time
By Mike Veseth

Europe by Eurail 2021
Touring Europe by Train
Forty-Fifth Edition
By Laverne Ferguson-Kosinski, Revised by Darren Price

Travel

Imprint
Falcon Guides

Imprint
Globe Pequot

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Territorial Rights World

Imprint
Lyons Press

Extent 256 pages

Territorial Rights World

Imprint
Falcon Guides

Extent 128 pages

Extent 288 pages

Extent 584 pages

Extent 224 pages

https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781493050314/At-the-Mercy-of-the-Mountains-True-Stories-Of-Survival-And-Tragedy-In-New-York's-Adirondacks-2nd-Edition
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781493053094/Outward-Bound-Canoeing-Handbook-Third-Edition
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781493052103/Trail-Tested-A-Thru-Hiker's-Guide-to-Ultralight-Hiking-and-Backpacking-2nd-Edition
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781493052103/Trail-Tested-A-Thru-Hiker's-Guide-to-Ultralight-Hiking-and-Backpacking-2nd-Edition
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781493050314/At-the-Mercy-of-the-Mountains-True-Stories-Of-Survival-And-Tragedy-In-New-York's-Adirondacks-2nd-Edition
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781493053094/Outward-Bound-Canoeing-Handbook-Third-Edition
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781442257368/Around-the-World-in-Eighty-Wines-Exploring-Wine-One-Country-at-a-Time
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781442257368/Around-the-World-in-Eighty-Wines-Exploring-Wine-One-Country-at-a-Time
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Paperback
January 2010

978-1-59102-771-3
$19.00 (£12.95)

The Joy of Chemistry
The Amazing Science of Familiar Things
By Cathy Cobb and Monty Fetterolf

This book challenges the perception of chemistry as too difficult to bother 
with and too clinical to be any fun. Cathy Cobb and Monty L. Fetterolf, both 
professional chemists and experienced educators, introduce readers to the 
magic, elegance, and joy of chemistry. From the fascination of fall foliage 
and fireworks, to the functioning of smoke detectors and computers, to the 
fundamentals of digestion, the authors illustrate the concepts of chemistry 
in terms of everyday experience, using familiar materials.

This delightful and richly informative book proves that chemistry can 
appeal to our intuition, logic, and-if we’re willing to get down and dirty-our 
sense of enjoyment too.

Rights Sold
Arabic Egypt, India, Japanese, Korean, Chinese Simplifed, Chinese Complex

Territorial Rights
World: Exclusive rights

Backlist Highlights

Imprint Prometheus

Extent 392 pages

Backlist Highlights

https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781591027713/The-Joy-of-Chemistry-The-Amazing-Science-of-Familiar-Things
http://https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781591027713/The-Joy-of-Chemistry-The-Amazing-Science-of-Familiar-Things
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Hardback
September 2017

978-1-4422-7781-6 $22.95 (£15.95)

Stan Lee
The Man behind Marvel
By Bob Batchelor

In Stan Lee: The Man behind Marvel, Bob Batchelor offers an eye-opening 
look at this iconic visionary, a man who created (with talented artists) many 
of history’s most legendary characters.  In this entertaining and energetic 
biography, Batchelor examines many of Lee’s most beloved works, including 
the 1960s comics that transformed Marvel from a second-rate company 
to a legendary publisher. This book reveals the risks Lee took to bring 
the characters to life and Lee’s tireless efforts to make comic books and 
superheroes part of mainstream culture for more than fifty years.

Bob Batchelor (Miami University) is a cultural historian who has written or 
edited 28 books on popular culture, modern American literature, and mass 
communications.

Rights Sold
Russian, Polish, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Chinese, Hungarian, Vietnamese

Territorial Rights
World: Exclusive rights

Backlist Highlights

Imprint Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Extent 264 pages

Hardback
July 2019

978-1-5381-2702-5
$89.00 (£60.00)

The Origins of the Modern World
A Global and Environmental Narrative from the 
Fifteenth to the Twenty-First Century, Fourth Edition
By Robert B. Marks

This textbook presents a global narrative of the origins of the modern world from 
1400 to the present. Unlike most studies, which assume that the “rise of the West” 
is the story of the coming of the modern world, this history, drawing upon new 
scholarship on Asia, Africa, and the New World and upon the maturing field of 
environmental history, constructs a story in which those parts of the world play 
major roles, including their impacts on the environment. Robert B. Marks defines 
the modern world as one marked by industry, the nation state, interstate warfare, 
a large and growing gap between the wealthiest and poorest parts of the world, 
increasing inequality within the wealthiest industrialized countries, and an 
escape from the environmental constraints of the “biological old regime”.

Rights Sold
Korean  and Basque (2nd edition) / Chinese Simplified and Portuguese (3rd edition)

Territorial Rights
World Exclusive

Robert B. Marks is Professor Emeritus of History and Environmental Studies at 
Whittier College.

Backlist Highlights

Imprint Rowman & Littlefield Publishers
Extent 320 pages

https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781442277816/Stan-Lee-The-Man-behind-Marvel
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781442277816/Stan-Lee-The-Man-behind-Marvel
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781538127049/The-Origins-of-the-Modern-World-A-Global-and-Environmental-Narrative-from-the-Fifteenth-to-the-Twenty-First-Century-Fourth-Edition
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Territorial Rights
World Exclusive

Hardback
October 2016

978-1-63076-250-6
$22.95 (£15.95)

Rights Sold
French, Vietnames, Korean, German, French Audio, Italian Audio, 
Mongolian, Chinese Simplified, Thai, Hebrew, Polish, Romanian, 
Lithuanian, Russian 

The Millionaire Next Door identifies seven common traits that show up 
again and again among those who have accumulated wealth. You will 
learn, for example, that millionaires bargain shop for used cars, pay a 
tiny fraction of their wealth in income tax, raise children who are often 
unaware of their family’s wealth until they are adults, and, above all, 
reject the big-spending lifestyles most of us associate with rich people. 

Hardback
October 2018

978-1-4930-3535-9
$24.95 (£15.95)

20 years after the publication of The Millionaire Next Door, the authors 
highlight how specific decisions, behaviors, and characteristics align with 
the discipline of wealth building, covering areas such as consumption, 
budgeting, careers and investing. They include results from quantitative 
studies of wealth as well as case studies of individuals who have been 
successful in building wealth. They discuss general paths to building 
wealth on your own, focusing specifically on careers and lifestyles 
associated with each path, and what it takes to be successful in each. 

The Millionaire Next Door
The Surprising Secrets of America’s Wealthy
Twentieth Anniversary Edition
By Thomas J. Stanley and William D. Danko

The Next Millionaire Next Door
Enduring Strategies for Building Wealth
By Thomas J. Stanley and William D. Danko

Rights Sold
Chinese Complex, Chinese Simplified, Japanese, Korean, 
Portuguese, Spanish

Territorial Rights
World Exclusive

Backlist Highlights

Imprint
Taylor Trade Publishing

Imprint
Taylor Trade Publishing

Extent 272 pages

Extent 272 pages

Territorial Rights
World Exclusive

Hardback
September 2002

978-1-59102-015-8
$25.99 • (£17.95)

Rights Sold
French, German, Hindi, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, 
Dutch, Polish, Portuguese, Chinese, Romanian, Castilian,
Chinese Complex, Turkish

This enchanting book displays a small sampling of the amusing, 
touching, and sometimes precocious letters sent to Albert Einstein by 
children from around the world, and his often witty and very considerate 
responses. Alice Calaprice has compiled a delightful and charming 
collection of more than 60 letters, most never published before, from 
children to perhaps the greatest scientist of all time.

Hardback
September 2000

978-1-57392-857-1
$28.99 (£19.95)

Physicist Barry Parker speaks to the broadest possible audience in 
bringing Einstein’s theories to life. Given the fervent appreciation for 
the contributions Albert Einstein has bestowed on humanity, Parker 
thinks it only right to dedicate a book to explaining in the clearest 
possible terms the meaning of Einstein’s theories.While tracing the 
story of Einstein’s life, Parker seizes on the crucial groundbreaking 
theories that Einstein envisioned. Not since Isaac Newton had anyone 
conceived the universe in such a revolutionary, startling new way.

Dear Professor Einstein
Albert Einstein’s Letters to and from Children
Edited by Alice Calaprice

Einstein’s Brainchild
R elativity Made Relatively Easy!
By Barry R. Parker. Illustrated by Lori Scoffield-Beer

Rights Sold
Dutch, Indonesian, Japanese, Korean, Portuguese, Castilian, 
Chinese Complex

Territorial Rights
World Exclusive

Backlist Highlights

Imprint
Prometheus

Imprint
Prometheus

Extent 200 pages

Extent 280 pages

https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781493035359/The-Next-Millionaire-Next-Door-Enduring-Strategies-for-Building-Wealth
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781493035359/The-Next-Millionaire-Next-Door-Enduring-Strategies-for-Building-Wealth
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781591020158/Dear-Professor-Einstein-Albert-Einstein's-Letters-to-and-from-Children
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781591025221/Einstein's-Brainchild-Relativity-Made-Relatively-Easy
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781591020158/Dear-Professor-Einstein-Albert-Einstein's-Letters-to-and-from-Children
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781591025221/Einstein's-Brainchild-Relativity-Made-Relatively-Easy
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Territorial Rights
World Exclusive

Paperback
December 2015

978-1-4930-0939-8
$18.95 (£12.95)

Rights Sold
Russian, Italian, Japanese, Turkish

Best-selling author Leonard Shlain explores the life, art, and mind of 
Leonardo da Vinci, seeking to explain his singularity by looking at his 
achievements in art, science, psychology, and military strategy and then 
employing state of the art left-right brain scientific research to explain 
his universal genius. Shlain shows that no other person in human 
history has excelled in so many different areas as da Vinci and he peels 
back the layers to explore the how and the why.

Paperback
February 2018

978-1-63388-349-9
$18.00 (£11.95)

David DiSalvo distills the latest research on how our brains work into 
easy-to-understand lessons that will give average readers insights into 
their habitual behavior.This book reveals a remarkable paradox: what 
your brain wants is frequently not what your brain needs. In fact, much 
of what makes our brains “happy” leads to errors, biases, and distortions, 
which cloud our judgment and muddle our decision making.

Leonardo’s Brain
Understanding Da Vinci’s Creative Genius
By Leonard Shlain

What Makes Your Brain Happy and Why 
You Should Do the Opposite
Updated and Revised
By David Disalvo

Rights Sold
Bulgarian, Canadian, German, Italian, Korean, Polish, Chinese 
Simplified, Russian, Chinese Complex, Turkish

Territorial Rights
World Exclusive

Backlist Highlights

Imprint
Prometheus

Imprint
Lyon’s Press

Extent 240 pages

Extent 335 pages

Before I Go
Letters to Our Children about What Really 
Matters
By Peter Kreeft

Rights Sold
Lithuanian, Hungarian, 

Slovenian, Polish, Spanish, 
Slovakian, Indian, Nigerian

Hardback
October 2007

978-1-58051-224-4
$18.95 (£12.95)

Born in Blood
The Lost Secrets of Freemasonry
By John J. Robinson

Paperback
September 2009

978-1-59077-148-8
$17.95 (£11.95)

Everyday Bias
Identifying and Navigating Unconscious
Judgments in Our Daily Lives
By Howard J. Ross

Hardback
September 2014

978-1-4422-3083-5
$38.00 (£24.95) 

The Father Factor
How Your Father’s Legacy Impacts Your Career
By Stephan B. Poulter

Paperback
May 2006

978-1-59102-410-1
$18.99 (£12.95) 

Backlist Highlights

Territorial Rights World

Territorial Rights World

This detective story proves that the Knights 
Templar in Britain, fleeing arrest and torture 
by pope and king, formed a secret society 
of mutual protection that came to be called 
Freemasonry.

Rights Sold Chinese 
Simplified, Korean

Territorial Rights World

Rights Sold Brazilian, French 
Canadian, Korean, Castilian, 

Chinese, Spanish, Chinese 
Complex, Turkish, Dutch

Territorial Rights World

Howard J. Ross help readers understand how 
unconscious bias impacts our day-to-day lives 
and particularly our daily work lives.

Rights Sold Chinese 
Simplified, Korean

Philosopher Peter Kreeft shares with us 
the wisdom that he has compiled for his 
children as his best gift to them.

Imprint
Sheed & Ward

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Imprint
M. Evans & Company

Imprint
Prometheus

The father factor is the conscious 
understanding, awareness, and 
appreciation of the critical influence 
that your father had, still has, or could 
have in your career development and 
future potential.

https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781493009398/Leonardo's-Brain-Understanding-Da-Vinci's-Creative-Genius
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781633883505/What-Makes-Your-Brain-Happy-and-Why-You-Should-Do-the-Opposite-Updated-and-Revised
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781493009398/Leonardo's-Brain-Understanding-Da-Vinci's-Creative-Genius
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781633883505/What-Makes-Your-Brain-Happy-and-Why-You-Should-Do-the-Opposite-Updated-and-Revised
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781580512244/Before-I-Go-Letters-to-Our-Children-about-What-Really-Matters
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781590771488/Born-in-Blood-The-Lost-Secrets-of-Freemasonry
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781580512244/Before-I-Go-Letters-to-Our-Children-about-What-Really-Matters
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781590771488/Born-in-Blood-The-Lost-Secrets-of-Freemasonry
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781442230835/Everyday-Bias-Identifying-and-Navigating-Unconscious-Judgments-in-Our-Daily-Lives
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781442230835/Everyday-Bias-Identifying-and-Navigating-Unconscious-Judgments-in-Our-Daily-Lives
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781591024101/The-Father-Factor-How-Your-Father's-Legacy-Impacts-Your-Career
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781591024101/The-Father-Factor-How-Your-Father's-Legacy-Impacts-Your-Career
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Hardback
May 2017

978-1-78660-267-1
$133.00 (£85.00)

Gender and Mobility
A Critical Introduction
By Elina Penttinen and Anitta Kynsilehto

Nihilism and Technology
By Nolen Gertz

Hardback
June 2018

978-1-78660-702-7
$85.00 / £54.95

Only One You/Nadie Como Tú
Bilingual Spanish–English Edition
By Linda Kranz. Translated by Teresa Mlawer

Rights Sold
Chinese

Territorial Rights World

Hardback
November 2014

978-1-63076-023-6
$12.95 (£8.95)

Paperback
August 2018

978-1-5381-1412-4
$85.00 (£54.95)

Power & Choice
An Introduction to Political Science, 
Fifteenth Edition
By W. Phillips Shively

Backlist Highlights

Rights Sold
Korean

Territorial Rights World

Rights Sold
Japanese

Territorial Rights World

Rights Sold
Indian, Korean

Territorial Rights World

This book examines global mobilities from 
gendered perspectives, asking how gender 
together with race/ethnicity, social class, 
nationality and sexuality shape globally 
mobile lives.

Rather than engage in endless debates 
about whether technologies are making 
us better or making us worse, Nolen Gertz 
investigates what we think “better” and 
“worse” mean.

This exquisitely illustrated book explodes 
with color and honest insights. Only One You 
will inspire parents and children of all ages 
as they swim through life.

W. Phillips Shively’s Power & Choice offers a look 
into the nuances of politics, both domestic and 
international through the use of comparative 
perspectives and theoretical approaches.

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield International

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield International

Imprint
Taylor Trade Publishing

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield International

Reclaiming Marx’s “Capital”
A Refutation of the Myth of Inconsistency
By Andrew Kliman

Recursivity and Contingency
By Yuk Hui

Hardback
December 2006

978-0-7391-1851-1
$100.00 / £70.00

Hardback
January 2019

978-1-78660-052-3
$120.00 / £80.00

Rethinking Mao
Explorations in Mao Zedong’s Thought
By Nick Wright

Hardback
April 2007

978-0-7391-1706-4
$127.00 / £85.00

Racism without Racists
Color-Blind Racism and the Persistence of 
Racial Inequality in America, Fifth Edition
By Eduardo Bonilla-Silva

Hardback
June 2017

978-1-4422-7622-2
 $105.00 • (£70.00)

Backlist Highlights

Rights Sold
Brazilian

Territorial Rights World

Territorial Rights World

Rights Sold
Russian, Japanese, Chinese

Territorial Rights World

Rights Sold
Chinese, Korean

Territorial Rights World

Rights Sold
French, Spanish

This book seeks to reclaim Capital from the 
myth of internal inconsistency, a myth that 
serves to justify the censorship of Marx’s 
critique of political economy and present-day 
research based upon it.

This book employs recursivity and contingency 
as two principle concepts to investigate into 
the relation between nature and technology, 
machine and organism, system and freedom.

Racism without Racists documents how there 
lies a full-blown arsenal of arguments, phrases, 
and stories that whites use to ultimately justify 
racial inequalities. 

Rethinking Mao offers an innovative perspective 
on the thought of Mao Zedong, the major 
architect of the Chinese Revolution and leader 
of the People’s Republic of China until his death 
in 1976.

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Imprint
Lexington Books

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield International

Imprint
Lexington Books
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https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781442276239/Racism-without-Racists-Color-Blind-Racism-and-the-Persistence-of-Racial-Inequality-in-America-Fifth-Edition
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Stop Caretaking the Borderline 
or Narcissist
How to End the Drama and Get On with 
Life
By Margalis Fjelstad

Paperback
August 2014

978-1-4422-3832-9
$27.00 (£17.95)

The History of the Popes
From Peter to the Present
By John W. O’Malley, S.J.

The Only Astrology Book You’ll 
Ever Need
Twenty-First-Century Edition
By Joanna Martine Woolfolk

Paperback
November 2012

978-1-58979-653-9
$19.95 / £13.95

Training for Climbing
The Definitive Guide to Improving Your 
Performance, 3rd Edition
By Eric Horst

Paperback
July 2016

978-1-4930-1761-4
$29.95 / £19.95

Backlist Highlights

Rights Sold
Italian, Vietnamese, Russian, Turkish, 

Chinese Complex

Territorial Rights
Exclusive: ROW |

No-Rights: IN, PL

Rights Sold
Polish, German, 

Spanish, Russian

Territorial Rights World

Rights Sold
Polish, Spanish, Italian, 

French, Italian, Portuguese

Territorial Rights World

Rights Sold
German

Territorial Rights World
This book presents a realistic, yet compassionate, 
attitude toward the self-destructive nature of 
Borderline/Narcissist relationships.

The third edition of the international best-
selling Training for Climbing presents a 
comprehensive, evidence-based program for 
improving climbing performance.

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Imprint
Rowman & Littlefield Publishers

Imprint
Taylor Trade Publishing

Imprint
Falcon Guides

Paperback
August 2011

978-1-5805-1228-2
$19.95 (£13.95)

Rather than describe each pope one by one, this 
engaging narrative focuses on the popes that 
shaped pivotal moments in both church and 
world history.

This edition of includes detailed information 
about how to cast your own chart and how to 
interpret it once you’re finished.

Browse all subjects and imprints online 

visit
rowman.com/Page/eCatalogs

African Studies   International Studies 
Anthropology & Archaeology Latin America & Caribbean Studies 
Asian Studies   Middle East Studies
Communication and Media Music 
Criminology & Criminal Justice Philosophy
Education    Political Science 
Environmental Studies  Psychotherapy 
European & Russian Studies Religion
Food & Agriculture Studies Social Sciences 
Geography    Sports
Health & Welness   Women’s & Gender Studies 
Holocaust & Genocide  World & International History 
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